Prudent use of a left hepatic graft in adult-to-adult living donor liver transplantation: aiming for further securing donors’ safety
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Introduction

The safety of donors in living donor liver transplantation (LDLT) is of paramount importance. Although the morbidity of LDLT donors has been dramatically decreased, there is still room for further improving the outcomes of LDLT donors (1).

Recently, an intriguing report by Huang et al. entitled “Bilateral proficiency over time leads to reduced donor morbidity in living donor hepatectomy” (2) was published. In this report, they retrospectively reviewed the complication rates of a total of 834 donors, dividing the donors into right hepatic (RH) and left hepatic (LH) graft donors. In addition, they investigated whether bilateral proficiency in donor hepatectomy (i.e., familiarity with procurement and use of not only RH but also LH grafts) improved the overall outcomes in LDLT. They concluded “Accumulating experience with bilateral donor hepatectomy leads to decreased donor morbidity and comparable outcomes for right and left lobes, further enhancing the goal of donor safety while balancing recipient needs.” I completely agree with their conclusions. Although RH grafts predominate in adult-to-adult LDLT in most centers worldwide, I strongly insist that LH grafts should also be used in selected donor-recipient combinations in order to further improve overall outcomes of LDLT. Here, I would like to summarize my opinions on their results by citing some relevant references.

What are the pros and cons of using left hepatic grafts?

The pros of using left hepatic grafts

The use of LH grafts leaves a larger amount of hepatic parenchyma in donors (approximately 60% of the total liver mass), compared to RH donors. As expected, the levels of prothrombin time and total bilirubin in the early postoperative days after living liver donation are significantly lower in LH donors than RH donors (1,3,4), which suggests that the burden of LH graft donation is much lighter than RH. In fact, post-hepatectomy liver failure, intractable ascites, and pleural effusion almost exclusively occur after RH donation (1,3), and most of the devastating consequences after living liver donation occurred in RH donors (5,6). In this regard, LH graft donation is absolutely safer than RH graft donation.

Most of the serious complications after living liver donation are biliary-related. Biliary complications had been said to more frequently occur in RH donors (7,8), but this trend seems to have disappeared in the recent studies (1,3,6). The biliary anatomy of LH grafts is simpler than that of RH grafts and most LH grafts have a single hepatic duct to be reconstructed, which makes the incidence of biliary complications on the recipient side decrease as well.

Usually, LH grafts are accompanied by the middle...
hepatic vein. Therefore, LH grafts have a maximized venous drainage and most of them have a simple venous orifice. In contrast, RH grafts (mainly leave the middle hepatic vein in donors) may have multiple venous orifices, i.e., the superior right hepatic vein, the inferior right hepatic vein, tributary veins of the anterior sector into the middle hepatic veins, which makes vein reconstructions quite complicated (9).

**The cons of using left hepatic grafts**

The greatest fear of using left hepatic grafts is the fact that their absolute mass may be too small to sustain recipients’ anabolic and catabolic needs, which results in small-for-size syndrome characterized by hyperbilirubinemia, intractable ascites, and coagulopathy (10). Then, what is the lowest limit? A desirable graft volume is more than 35% of the recipient’s standard liver volume. If an estimated LH graft volume does not meet this criterion, its use is not recommended.

LH grafts may have multiple arteries to be reconstructed compared to RH grafts (11). In general, the diameter and the length of hepatic arteries on LH grafts are thinner and shorter than those on RH grafts. Furthermore, arteries on an LH graft with multiple arteries are much thinner and shorter than arteries on an LH graft with a single artery, which makes hepatic artery reconstruction extremely difficult. Mastering microvascular reconstruction techniques of tiny arteries (preferably under a microscope) is needed for increasing the number of LDLT with LH grafts.

A usual LH graft procurement takes the middle hepatic vein from the donor. This may result in venous congestion of the anterior sector of the remnant donor liver. Therefore, some donor surgeons insist that the burden of LH graft donation is not always lighter than that of RH graft donation. The function of the congested region secondary to outflow obstruction in the remnant donor liver is approximately 70 percent of that in the non-congested region (12). If there are large tributaries of the anterior sector draining into the middle hepatic vein and an estimated well-perfused (intact venous drainage) remnant liver volume is less than 30% of the total liver volume, the LH graft procurement requires careful consideration.

There are paradoxical increases of complication rates in LH donors irrespective of accumulated experiences (1,2). Accumulated experiences in donor surgery have led to decreased incidences of postoperative complications in RH donors, but this phenomenon has not appeared in LH donors. The incidence of postoperative complications in LH donors stayed the same, or rather increased. As Huang stated (2), LH graft procurement has longer operative time and larger blood loss, which suggests that LH graft procurement is more complicated than RH, or mastering LH graft procurement is time-consuming. Therefore, LH donors are not necessarily safer than RH donors from the perspective of overall complication rates.

**Are there any differences of recipient outcomes between RH and LH grafts?**

Irrespective of concern about small-for-size syndrome in using LH grafts, there weren't any differences reported in the literatures (6,10,13). Of course, recipients who received LH grafts are highly selected (low body weight and low Model of End-stage Liver Disease score). If small LH grafts are exclusively used for recipients irrespective of recipients’ body weight or Model of End-stage Liver Disease score, the recipient outcomes must be dismal. The minimal graft weight should be 35% of the recipient’s standard liver volume. For sick recipients (for example, Model of End-stage Liver Disease score >25), the lower limit should be raised up to 40% (11).

**Bilateral proficiency of donor hepatectomy may improve overall outcomes not only on the donor side but also on the recipient side**

As above-mentioned, the mortality rate of LH graft donation is lower than that of RH. Most of the previously reported mortality events seemed, more or less, related to the lack of absolute remnant liver volume after liver donation (5). It is desirable that all adult-to-adult LDLTs are performed using LH grafts, but while using LH graft in all cases may make the possibility of donor mortality nearly zero, recipient outcomes would be dismal. If an estimated liver volume of an LH graft is sufficient to the recipient need, the LH graft should be used aggressively in order to achieve mortality zero of living liver donors. In addition, LH graft implantation is simpler and expects less operative time and blood loss than RH graft, which leads to improving overall outcomes on the recipient side as well. “Bilateral proficiency” of donor hepatectomy is needed indeed.
Future perspectives

Recently, some transplant centers use a midline incision for procurement of living donor livers without compromising surgical results (14). A less wound pain would lead to early ambulation, which may eventually decrease the incidence of thromboembolic events, and probably urinary tract or pulmonary infection. In addition, a midline incision would lessen the risk of ventral hernia compared to a reverse L or a Mercedes incision (this complication is classified as a major complication if the repair is done under general anesthesia). In some centers, living donor heptectomy is done by a laparoscopic or a robotic procedure with the advancement of ergonomics (15), although the safety of these less invasive procedures needs to be validated. Since one of the most common problems in long-term assessment after living liver donation is incisional discomfort (4), these minimally-invasive procedures would further improve quality of life after liver donation.

Significant association has been observed between center volume and the number of donor complications (3,14). High volume centers have exhibited significantly lower complication rates. In order to maximize the safety of living liver donors, aggregating LDLT performance would be desirable.

Conclusions

LH graft donation is absolutely safer than RH graft donation from the perspective of avoiding devastating consequences. However, the overall complication rates after LH graft donation do not much differ from those after RH graft donation probably the lack of proficiency of LH graft procurement. Needless to say, a rigorous preoperative screening, multidisciplinary perioperative cares, and meticulous operative procedures are needed in order to further decrease overall complication rates in living liver donors. LH grafts should be prudently used even in adult-to-adult LDLT when appropriate, in order to improve overall outcomes of LDLT not only on the donor side but also on the recipient side. Physicians dealing with LDLT need to always strive for achieving mortality zero of living liver donors.
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